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Be itknown that I, NIKOLA TESLA, a su bject of the Emperor of Austria - Hungary, fl;om Smiljan, Lika, border country of Anstl'ia-I-Iungary, residing at New York, in the county ancl State of New York, have invented certain new ancl llsefullmprovements in Electro-Magnetic Motors, of which the following is a spccification, reference being hacl to the drawings accompanying and forming a part of the same. I have invented and elsewhere described anelectro-magneticmotoroperatcdoradapted to be operated by an alternating electric CUl'rent, and which is now commonly designated, whether correctly 01' not, a "magnetic-lag" motor. rrhe main distinguishing features of this motor are the following: An armature is mounted within the magnetizing influence of it certain number of field magnets 01' poles of different magnetic susceptibility-that is to say, poles of unequal length, mass, or COIllposition-and wound with coils adapted in the operation of the motor to be connected to a source of alternating curl'fmts. When an alternating current is passed through the coils of such a motor, the field magnets or polesc1onotappeartomanifesttheirattractive effect upon the armature simultaneously, the magnetic attraction of some appearing to lag behinc1 that of others, with the result of proclucing a torque and rotation of the motor. Generally I have made snch motors with closed armature-coils. I have invented another for111 of motor, which, for similar reasons, may be called a "magnetic-lag" motor; but in operation it c1iffers from that which I have above describec1 in that the attractive effects or phases of the poles, while lagging behind the phases of.cnrrent which produce them, are manifested silllultaneouslyand not successively. To carry out this invention I employ a 1110tor emhodying the principle of .construction of a motor described and claimed in an application filed by me January S, ISS!), No. 295,745, to the extent that both the armature and field receive their magnetism from a single energizing-coil or a plurality of coils acting as one. A motor which embodies my invention, with certain modifications thereof, is illustrated in the accompanying drawingB.
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Figme 1 is It side view of the motor in elevation. Fig. ~ is a part-sectional view at right angles to Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is an end view in elevation and part section of a moclification, and Fig. 4 is a si milar view of another modification. In Figs. 1 and 2, A dcsignates a base or stand, and B B the supporting-frame of the motor. Bolted to the said supporting-frame are two magnetic cores or pole-pieces C Ct , of iron or soft steel. These may be subdivided or laminated, in which case hard iron or steel plates or bars should be useel, or they should be wound with closed coils. D is It circular disk-armatme built up of sections or plates of iron and mounted in the frame between the pole-pieces C C', which latter are prcferably curved to conform to the circular shape thereof. I may wind this c1isk with a number of closed coils E. F F are the main energizingcoils, snpportet1 in any cOllvenient manner by the supporting-frame, 01' otherwise, butso as to include within their magnetizing influence both the pole-pieces C C' and the armature D. The pole-pieces C C' project out beyond the coils F F 011 opposite sides, as indicated in the drawings. If an alternating current be passed throngh the coils F F, rotation of the armature will be produced, amI this 1'otation I explain by the following apparent action or mode of opemtion: An impulse of current in the coils F F establishes two polarities in the motor. The protruding end of pole-piece C, for instance, wiu be of one sign, and the cOl'l'eSpOn(lillg eml of pole-piece C' will be of the opposite sign. The Hrmatlll'e also exhibits two poles at right angles to the coils F F, like poles to those in the pole-pieces being' on the same side of the coils. ·While the cUl'l'ent is flowing there is no appreciable tendency to rotation developed; but after each cnlTent impulse ceases or begins to fall . the magnetism in the armature and ill the ends of the pole-pieces C C' lags or continues to manifest itself, which produces a rotation of the armature by the repellent force between the more closely approximating points of maxirnllm magnetic effect. This effect is continned by the reversal of current, the polarities of field aml m'matnre being simply reversed. One or both of the elements-the armature or fielc1-"J1Hty be wound with closed
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induced coils to intensify this effect, althongh in the drawings I ha\'e shown but one of the fields, each element of the motor really eOTlstitutes a field, wound with the closed coils, the currents being- induced mainly in those co~volutions or cOi.ls wh~ch are par.aUel to t1~e COlIs F F. A mochfied form of thlS motor IS shown in Fig. 3. In this form G is one of two standards that support the bearings for the armature-shaft. I-I I-I are uprights or sides of a frame, preferably magnetic, the ends C C' of which are bent" substantially as shown, to conform to the shape of the armature D and form field-magnet poles. The constrnction of the armature may be the same as in the previous figure, or it may be simply a magnetic disk or cylinder, as shown, and a coil or coils F F are secured hI position to sUlTound both the armature and the poles C C'. The al'lnature is detachable from its shaft, the latter being passed through the armature after it has been inserted in position. The operation of this form of motor is the same in principle as that previously described and needs no further explanation. One of the most important features in alternat,ing-eurrent motors is that they should be adapted to and capable of running efficiently in the alternating systems in present use, in which almost without exception the genel'at01's yield a yery high number of altel'l1ations. Such a motor I have designed by a development of the principle of the motor shown in Fig. il, making a multipolar motor, which is illustrated ill Fig. 4. In the C011struction of this motor I employ an annular magnetic frame .J, with in wardly-extendillg' ribs or projections Ie, the ends of which all bend or turn in one direction' and are generally shaped to conform to the curved Sl1l'face of the al'll1ature. Coils F Fare wonnd from one part K to the one next adjacent, the ends or loops of each coil 01' group of 'wires being carried over toward the shan, so as to form U-sl1'1ped groups of cOllvolutions at each end of the armature. The po1epieces C C', being substantially concentric with the armature, form ledges, along which the coils are laid and should project to some extent beyond the coils, as shown. The cylindrical or drum armatnre Dis of,the same construction as in the other motors described, and is mounted to rotate within the annular frame J and between the U-shaped ends 01' bends of the coils F. '1'he coils F are connected in multiple or in series with a source of alternating cnrrents, and are so wound that with a currellt or current impulse of given direction they will make the alternate pole-pieces C of one polarity and the other pole-pieces C' of the opposite polarity. The principle of the operation of this motor is the same as the other herein described, for, considering any two pole-pieces C C ' , a current impulse passing in the coil which bridges them or is wound over both temlsto est[l,blish polarities in their



ends of opposite sign and to set up in the armature-core between them a polarity of the same sign as that of the nearest pole-piece C. Upon the fall or cessation of the current impulse that established these polarities the magnetism wl:ich lag;s behind tl~e current phase, and wInch contmues to mamfest Itself in the polar projectiolIS C C' and the amI ature, produces by repulsion a rotation of the armature. The effect is contfnued by each reversal of the current. 'Vhat occnrs in the case of one pair of pole-pieces occnrs simultaneously in all, so that the tendency to rotation of the armature is measured by the sum of all the forces exerted by the pole· pieces, as above described. In this motor also the magnetic lag or effect is intensified by winding one or both cores with closed indl1eec1 coils. The armature-core is shown as thus wound. vVl1en closed coils arc used, the cores should be laminated. It is evident that a pulsatory as weli as an alternating current might be used to drive or operate the motol'S herein desC!'ibecl; but I prefer to nse alternating currents. It will be understood that the (legree of subdivision, the mass of theil'on in the eores, their size, and the number of alternations in the current employed to run the motor must be taken into cOl1sidemtioll in order to propedy construct this motor. In other words, in all sl1ch motors the proper relations between the number of aUernations an(1 the mass,' size, or qnality of the iron IllURt be preserved in order to seCl1l'e the best results. These are matters, however, that al'e well nnderstood by those skilled in the art. 'Vhat I claim is1. In an alternating-eulTent Illotor,the eOlllbination, with the armature anel field-cores, of stationary energizing-coils enveloping the said cores and adapted to produce polaritieR or poles in both, the field-cores extenclingont from the coils and constructed so as to exhibit the magnetic effect imparte(1 to them after the fall 01' cessation of enrrent impulse proc1ueing such effect, as set forth. 2. In an alternating-current motor, the combination, with an armature-core circular in configuration, of a supporting-frame, tieldcoreS extending therefrom over portions of the periphery of the armature, and ellergizing-coilsSlllTOnndillgsaid armature and parts of the field-cores, as set forth. 3. The combination, with the rotatablymounted armature, of the circular frame J, the l'ibs Ie, with polar extensions extending over portions of the armature, and the energizing-coils F, wound over portions of the po1e- , pieces and carded in loops over the ends of the armature, as herein set forth.
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